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Editorial
The sunny, summery pictures in this
issue defy the distinctly autumnal
weather which seems to have arrived ahead of schedule this year.
Event reports tell of blue skies and
good times had by all, not least the
Club’s International Rally held at Hole
Park in Kent at the beginning of August. I thoroughly enjoyed the weekend, meeting members and officers and
soaking up the relaxed atmosphere on the estate. I also
appreciate not being given a hard time for turning up in a
4x4 of ‘another’ marque in light of my current Land Rover
restoration! Read more about the event from page 26.
As promised, there is some excellent international
content in this issue including a Dutch restoration and a
wonderful article on the resurrection of a trans-African
overlander by Martin Port on page 36. Martin’s passion for
this vehicle is a reminder of the importance of preserving
our history and heritage; uncovering and sharing such stories gives these vehicles historical context and illustrates
the essence of Land Rover ownership and enthusiasm.
Once again, thank you to everyone who has contributed
to this issue of Built 2 Last. The shelves have already begun filling up for the winter issue so please dig deep and
help add even more sparkle to #124. Ros Woodham
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NEWS & MORE

News & More
The latest snippets of Land Rover information

The Avon Traction
Mileage is back
The Avon Traction Mileage, the
original and best tyre for Series
Land Rovers, is available now
from Vintage Tyres in 60016 and 700-16 sizes.
The Avon Traction Mileage was developed for
serious on and off-road
work with its rugged
shoulder buttresses
which ensure reliable grip
in all conditions. No wonder it was fitted as original
equipment by Land Rover.
The Traction Mileage was
unavailable for years, but Vintage
Tyres recommissioned the molds and
restarted production with Avon in the UK.
Now no Series Land Rover needs to look
under-tyred thanks to Vintage Tyres.
The 600-16s are £197each plus VAT,
and the 700-16s are £199 each plus
VAT. Delivery to UK mainland is free
and fast – our UPS deliveries arrive at
most UK destinations within two days.
Call Vintage Tyres now on 01590
612261 or go to vintagetyres.com for the
best tyres for your Series Land Rover.
Vintage Tyres is based in Beaulieu,
Hampshire. The company has been in
business since 1962. Vintage Tyres sells
road, race, rally, off-road and originalequipment tyres for cars and motorbikes from the 1890s to the 1990s. All
our tyres are newly manufactured, we
don’t do ‘new old stock’. If you are struggling to find a size in radial or crossply,
Vintage Tyres will either have it in stock,
or know where to get it. Vintage Tyres
also stocks inner tubes and rim bands.

Matt Ford
It is with deep regret that we announce
that Matt Ford, a founding member of
the Club and our very first Technical
Officer, has passed away after a short
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illness. He will be missed by many who
knew him. Our condolences go to his father Pete, as well as our thanks for being
part of a small group who had the vision
to create and form the Series 2 Club.

S2C Internet Services
Many of you will know about and have
used the club’s online Forum: www.series2club.co.uk/forum/forum/index.php
It’s a very popular and vibrant place
to visit and learn all sorts of interesting
things to do with Series IIs. You can ask
questions on how to make repairs or
what parts to buy and from where. Anyone can register and join the forum, club
members can ask me for an ‘upgrade’ so
they can access the S2C Members Only
sections where more information about
the Club can be found and discussed. You
need to ask because I cannot always connect a forum name with a real name.
Our other internet presence is the S2C
website, a totally different entity from the
forum. This can be found here: www.series2club.co.uk/public_pages/home.php
To access the members’ pages here
you need to ask me for a web account
as I need to check against our membership list. You cannot self-register. Your
user name will normally be your email
address and I’ll send you a password.
In the Members’ Section, you’ll find
all the back issues of B2L to download,
right back to our very first issue.
We now put online the latest issue
of B2L as soon as it lands on UK doormats. This means that our overseas
members don’t have to wait weeks for
the mail to deliver their hard copy. We
all get the news at the same time.
You can also access many of the Land
Rover Service Newsletters which were
sent out to Rover agents on a regular basis – a great source of useful information.
The club email system has come under repeated attack from spammers to
the point where we are being used as a
source of forwarding spam to the extent
that some of our club addresses are being

black listed. This will take some time to
clear. Meanwhile if you have emailed the
Club and not received a reply in a reasonable time, or maybe had a ‘bounce back’
this is the reason, for which we apologise.
If you are having trouble contacting the Club then please use my private
email alan@wittsend.co.uk and I will forward you message to the right officer.
If you have a membership query (or
other problem) then you can use the
Club’s mobile number: 07761 708696
and speak to Dave Snape our Membership Officer, who will pass you on
to the relevant officer as required.
You can help us by entering a sensible
subject line on your emails, preferably
starting with, “S2C…” (I treat all email
with no subject with great suspicion.)
Please keep us updated when you change
your email (or street) address. Many
use their works email and then change
jobs or change providers for a better
deal! If you haven’t been getting your
copies of B2L it may be because Dave
doesn’t have your current address.
The club also runs a Twitter feed:
twitter.com/series2club, and a Facebook group: www.facebook.com/
groups/18623089928. For those
who like this form of communication they are a good way to learn
about the latest club activities.
Alan Jones (S2C Webmaster)

The Answers
A few people are having trouble answering our Forum registration questions.
It is necessary to ask some questions
which only a person (not a cyber bot)
can answer. Please don’t give up trying
to register. Here are the answers:Do you like old Land Rovers? = Yes
Gender? Answer = male or female
Then one from a series of mathematical
questions, for example:What is the sum of [as seen on the
screen]? Answer as a number.
Or Which word is the same as its colour? Or
How many corners does a rectangle have?
Then we have the ones people seem
to get stuck on:Are you a scammer wasting our time? = No
What fuel do PETROL engines use? = Petrol
What colour is bronze GREEN? = Green
What day comes after Tuesday?
= Wednesday
What is 4 multiplied by 3? = 12

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

Chairman’s Chat

H

ello everyone, I hope you had a
great summer. The Club has been
very busy with some great events;
a superb rally at Hole Park, another smashing weekend at Sixpenny Handley, a whole
range of shows and local fetes and more
to come including invitations to events in
Europe next year. As I write, the ‘Coast to
Coast’ is imminent and people are planning
for the next rally, with options to be presented to the AGM in October. A huge thank you
to everyone who helped organise, plan and
lay on all this as well as those in the background providing the technical expertise
and advice, running the shop, managing the
membership renewals, producing the articles for this fine publication, pulling the figGENE
MAXWELL
ures together and cooking our books, opening the post, managing Facebook, the Forum
and the Website, not to mention looking after the various legal intricacies of Companies
House and the Department of Transport.

‘We are lucky to
have a mix of age,
experience and professional expertise on the Board’
I’ll be standing down as Chair at the AGM
to spend more time with my Land Rovers.
Happily, the Club is in good shape, with solid financial reserves and membership figures that buck the trend in other car clubs.
Income is roughly in line with expenditure
but we have some projects and other issues that will need attention soon and
membership fees have not been increased
in many years. I suspect the new Board
may want to look at a small increase to
help improve the service the Club provides.
One area I hope to be able to report some
progress on to the AGM is the Membership

System, which badly needs an overhaul.
After looking at a number of potential
systems we have now found one, specifically written for classic car clubs which, at
this stage, seems to fit our needs, including a vehicle database. Testing continues.
I’d particularly like to thank all those who
served on the current Board, those who
have stepped down and up over the period,
thank-you for your support, your sometimes
robust debate and the huge value that your
input has provided to the Club. We are lucky
to have a mix of age, experience and professional expertise on the Board that has come
together from right across the Club. That
said we still have vacancies for Area Reps
in many places and we have other roles in
the Club that need to be filled, including
places on the Board. If you feel you have
the right skills and experience to be able to
contribute, then by all means get in touch.
Gene Maxwell, Chairman

Bearmach Cashback Club
Earn money for your club every time you order your parts &
accessories from Bearmach.com!
Get 10% off every time you order online, using the discount
code below. The club will receive 5% of your order value as
cashback too.
Everyone benefits!
Don’t forget to use the Select 4 Collect delivery option for
free delivery.

www.bearmach.com
Use discount code - TLRS2C10
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MEMBERSHIP

New Members
A warm welcome to...
2963
4014
5687
5688
5689
5690
5691
5692
5693
5694
5695
5696
5697
5698
5699
5700
5701
5702
5703
5704
5705
5706
5707
5708
5709
5710
5711
5712
5713
5714
5715
5716
5717
5718
5719
5720
5721
5722
5723
5724
5725
5726
5727
5728
5729
5730
5731
5732
5733
5734
5735
5736
5737
5738

Mr. P. Nicholson
Mr. & Mrs. W. Ladbrooke-Chartres
Messers. J. & J. Whinnett
Mr. R. Lewis
Messers. D & D. Robinson
Mr. & Mrs. B. Jones
Mr. A. Roberts
Mr. A. Hirst
Mr. & Mrs. S. Wilson
Mr. A. Metcalfe
Mr. & Mrs. J. Johanson
Mr. G. Hall
Mr. G. Abbey
Mr. J. Cooney
R. Robertson & J. Foster
Mr. C. Parris
Mr.& Mrs. C. Bailey
Mr. P. Phillips
Mr. A. Berry
Mr. T. Endean
S. Brzozowski & I. Beatty
Dr. A. Sage
Mr. D.W.R. Peiris
Mr. & Mrs. D. Tucker
Mr. D. Loftus
Mr. & Mrs. M. Harvey
Mr. N. Van Koutrik
Mr. I. Norman
Mr. M. McKerchar
Messers. J. & A. Fuller
Mr. A. Allan
Mr. & Mrs. S. Paynerowan
Mr. M. Whiteley
Mr. C. Burdett
W. Brayford & J. Poole
J. Brett-Phare
Mr. S. Hulatt
Mr. C. Mackay
Mr. M. J. Thomason
Mr. P. Catley
Mr. D. Catley
Mr. & Mrs. R. Butler
Mr. J. Beck
Mr. S. Bass
Mr. P. Fountain
Mr. M. Potten
R. Shaw & L. Lavender
Mr. A. Outhwaite
I. Smith & L. Theaker
Mr. A. J. Dickie
Mr. & Mrs. R. Creese
Dr. J. C. Pearce
Mr. N. Lambert
Mr. A. Hilton
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Lincolnshire
Dorset
Bedfordshire
Berkshire
Lincolnshire
Lancashire
Gtr Manchester
South Yorkshire
Cheshire
County Down
Denmark
Warwickshire
Norfolk
Hertfordshire
Perthshire
Australia
New Zealand
South Glamorgan
Devon
Berkshire
Devon
Essex
Wiltshire
Wiltshire
Oxfordshire
Wiltshire
Devon
Cambridgeshire
London
Somerset
East Yorkshire
Gloucestershire
Northumberland
Australia
Lancashire
Berkshire
North Yorkshire
Essex
Lancashire
Wiltshire
Wiltshire
Suffolk
Angus
Monmouthshire
Devon
Australia
Suffolk
Warwickshire
West Yorkshire
S. Lanarkshire
Lincolnshire
Worcestershire
Avon
Vale of Glamorgan

5739
5740
5741
5742
5743
5744
5745
5746
5747
5748
5749
5750
5751
5752
5753
5754
5755
5756
5757
5758
5759
5760
5761
5762
5763
5764
5765
5766
5767
5768
5769
5770
5771
5772
5773
5774
5775
5776
5777
5778
5779
5780
5781
5782
5783
5784
5785
5786
5787
5788
5789
5790
5791
5792

Mr. D. Mace
Mr. & Mrs. A. Green
Mr.S. Kavanagh
Mr. G. Allen
L. Ohman & D. Blomstrom
Mr. A. Westerdijk
Ms. C. Madden
Mr. G. J. Smith
Mr. G. Heffernan
Mr. S. Taylor
Adam & Kacey Murphy
Mr. & Mrs. W. Dixon
Mr. & Mrs. J. Browne-Cole
Messrs. G. & P. Gilby
Tove Helen Sunde
Mr. P. Shenton
Mr. J. Silcocks
Mr. M. Peters
Mr. & Mrs. S. Starkey
Mr. P. Fisher
Mr. G. Laity
Mr. & Mrs. N. Short
Mr. K. Fripp
Mr. R. Miller
D. Fry
D.& K Eley
A. & A. Pretious
I. & G. Meares
N. Turner
J. & J. Foster
R. Foster
S. Saggers
D. Evans
D. Goodwin
I. Corbett
R. Lilley & K. Pavey
R. & K. Thurlow
A. Wolton
I. & A. Turner
J. Griffin
P. Maden
Ms. S. Secanski
Mr. D. Tornberg
Mr. & Mrs. J. Nicol
J. Hovey & D. Joule
Mr. D. Street
Mr. F. Mueller
Mr. P. Wright
Mr. R. Gosling
Mr. S. Stephen
Mr. G. Rysdale
Mr. R. Constable
Mr. J. Fox-Robinson
R. Brice & K. Chabannais

Suffolk
Gloucestershire
Dublin, Ireland
Lancashire
Sweden
West Sussex
Derbyshire
Hertfordshire
Lancashire
Essex
Cork, Ireland
Cumbria
Hampshire
Wiltshire
Norway
Northhants
East Sussex
Somerset
Leicestershire
Abedeenshire
Cornwall
Somerset
N.S.W. Australia
Essex
Glasgow
Kent
Kent
London
E. Sussex
Somerset
S. Lanarkshire
Kent
Kent
Oxfordshire
Lancs
Shropshire
Suffolk
Lancashire
Nottinghamshire
Australlia
East Yorks
Australia
Cornwall
Essex
Ventnor
Powys
Germany
Norfolk
Lancashire
Cumbria
Buckinghamshire
Suffolk
Carmarthenshire
West Midlands

For Classic Land Rover
Enthusiasts
Classic Land Rover is an exciting
monthly magazine dedicated to Series
and the classic Land Rovers. Written
by enthusiasts, it is the complete guide
to buying, owning, running, driving,
repairing, modifying and restoring
pre-nineties Land Rovers and Range
Rover classics.

Regular features include:
TECH AND TOOLBOX - sections dedicated to
comprehensive workshop and practical Land Rover
tasks.
RESTORATION FEATURES - classic Land Rovers
enthusiasts have restored.
VINTAGE BRITAIN – ‘out and about’ in interesting
corners of Great Britain in classic Series Land Rovers.
JOURNEYS - tales of adventure and accounts; offroading and greenlaning and trips further afield to
and from other continents.

JUS

£4.4 T
0

PLUS club reports and events, free classified reader
adverts section and all the latest news from around

the world.

Special Discounts

Members save £5.00 on a subscription to Classic Land Rover

TO CLAIM
YOUR DISCOUNT

Simply enter the code XCLRS2 at the
checkout when ordering online at
www.keypublishing.com/shop

Call UK: 01780 480404
Overseas: +44 1780 480404
and quote your code
Lines open 9.00am -5.30pm Monday-Friday.
Excludes Direct Debits.

Available every ﬁrst Wednesday of the month*

AVAILABLE FROM

AND OTHER LEADING SUPERMARKETS AND NEWSAGENTS
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

FIND US ON TWITTER

Search
Classic Land Rover Magazine

ALSO
AVAILABLE TO
DOWNLOAD

SEARCH

CLASSIC LAND ROVER

FREE APP

IN APP ISSUES £3.99

Search
@CLReditor

READ ON
PC & Mac

Visit

iPhone & iPad
Blackberry

Android
Windows 10

for more information

www.classiclandrover.com
063 CLR Advert.indd 1

063/17

Requirements for app: registered iTunes account on Apple iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch. Internet connection required for initial download. Published by Key Publishing Ltd. The entire contents
of these titles are © copyright 2017. All rights reserved. App prices subject to change.*UK On sale date.
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AUSTRALIA

Force
of
habit

M

y love affair with Land Rovers
started before I was born. You
may laugh, but as I was born
in the seventh month of 1949, I was likely
conceived around the time of the Amsterdam Motor Show. I was born in Cannock
Staffs, about 25 road miles from Solihull,
but fate intervened and I was exported
to the Colonies where I spent my life.
My first Land Rover experience came
about in my first year at secondary school
(Catholic Boys High School). One of the
Marist Brothers had an 80in. I wouldn’t
have known what year it was, all I knew
was that it was a Land Rover. Later on,
a family friend, who was a PostmasterGeneral’s (PMG) Linesman, had a Series

II Forward Control as his vehicle for work.
During school holidays I got to go with him
out into the wilds (well it was for me) to
Wollombi, New South Wales, an historic
town about 18 miles from home. I just
remember it was fun being in that vehicle; climbing up into it and being above
every other vehicle on the road except
for the odd Bedford QL or AEC Matador
that the local sawmills used for transporting logs from the bush to the mill.
When I was in my late teens a mate
bought a Series One 86in Station Wagon
which was great. Then, I went into partnership with my brother-in-law and we
got hold of an 80in from a property in
the Barrington Tops region of the Hunter

AUSTRALIA

Self-diagnosed Land Rover obsessive
completes eight restorations in 10 years
WORDS AND PHOTOS DENNIS MCLAUGHLIN (DINTY)

Valley where I live. We had this one for
about a year until, sadly, we had to sell it.
About a year passed and I was away on
a shooting trip when I spotted another
86in Series One looking very forlorn in a
paddock full of sun flowers. It was soon
mine. It was then I realised that the disease called CLRPD (Chronic Land Rover
Purchase Disorder) had its grip on me!
Moving on about 12 months and National Service caught up with me. This, however, only fuelled my obsession with Series
IIA 88in ex-Australian Army Land Rovers.
I remember that as a fun time as I liked
shooting and loved the range days using
the L1A1 SLR in 7.62x51 NATO calibre. I
could shoot them all day long. I now have,

‘What I didn’t know –
and neither did
anyone else at the
time – was that this
Land Rover was
an historically
significant vehicle’
and have had for almost 40 years, a Ruger
Ultra Lightweight M77 in .308W (7.62x51).
My Series One made way for a Series IIA
88in then a Series IIA 109in in which I did
a trip to Uluru (Ayers Rock) way back in
1976. (This was before the Chamberlains’

Dingo experience, but I could sympathise
with them as the Dingoes were not afraid
and would be just out of arms’ reach
whilst preparing your meal – I kid you not).
Anyway, as time moves along and things
change in your life (divorce, in my case),
one door closes and another one opens.
Things had settled down in the mid80s. I now had a Series III Station Wagon
109in, which was eventually traded in
for an October 1984 110 Isuzu diesel.
This vehicle was a press release 110 for
the world’s motoring press and Princess
Anne’s first husband was the PR man
for JLA worldwide, so it is possible he
has driven mine as there were only 10 of
these vehicles. We took this Land Rover
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to Cooma for the 50th Anniversary.
This event was the largest (I believe)
in the Southern Hemisphere. There were
Land Rovers of all shapes and sizes but
when I saw a few Series IIA ex-military
types I just fell in love with them; I had to
have one at any cost. I wasn’t sure how
my second wife would cope with this,
but I went about it quietly and, with the
help of my mate Graham Dunlop, I picked
up my first ex-military Land Rover.
What I didn’t know – and neither did
anyone else at the time – was that this
Land Rover was an historically significant
vehicle as it is possible that it was the first

Land Rover to go ashore with the men
of the 1st Battalion RAR in June of 1965
with the first deployment of troops into
the conflict in South Vietnam. There is
a film clip held by the AWM in Canberra
showing 112-501 (its military registration
number) being off-loaded from HMAS
Sydney aka the ‘Vung Tau’ ferry. There was
no Occupational Health and Safety back in
those days, this information was found by
a fellow enthusiast in Western Australia.
This restoration took me 11 months
from ‘go to whoa’. A lot of naysayers said it wouldn’t happen but here
is the proof. The reason it didn’t take
long was because I had a hankering for another, local vehicle, also with
military history, but it wasn’t to be.
So along came 112-587 fresh from serving hard years with the ‘Lawson Volunteer
Bush Fire Brigade’. It had been painted
orange but still retained its bronze green
colour inside. It must have served as an
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‘I spotted another 86in
Series One looking
very forlorn in a paddock full of sunflowers. It was soon mine.’
airfield vehicle as there was a sticker
showing what all the airfield lights were
for. It looked very sorry for itself at first,
and when I got it running it sounded like
a ‘hairy goat’ which turned out to be a
blown head gasket between cylinders 2-3.
As usual my good old mate Graham
Dunlop tagged along and this vehicle
took approx 12 months of full-on slog,
doing something to it everyday, to reach
the end result. However, before this was
a finished product, along came another,
this time a Series IIA 109in ‘Bloodbox’
By now I just couldn’t stop; while the
Series IIA Bloodbox was undergoing the
full treatment, along came a Series II 88in
Comm/Recon car. It was 300 miles from
home (600 round trip), an epic journey
with blowouts on the trailer amongst

AUSTRALIA

other complications. And, while it was
in storage, along came another opportunity, a Series IIA 109in Lightweight
workshop truck. This had to stop!
Like the others, it was too good an opportunity to let slip, but now I was looking
at the next three to four years of working in the back yard, alone, to complete
the tasks I had set for myself. What had
I done? The Series IIA workshop truck
looked reasonable but, like the rest, it
had serious rust issues as it had been

used on the beach and not looked after
at all, so I was on the hunt for a chassis
while still working on the Bloodbox.
At this stage I had cleaned the rear
end and fitted a Salisbury diff as the
previous one had blown. Then I started
it up, reversed it out of the shed, turned
it around and stripped it back. I then began a slow rebuild. This Land Rover took
me approx 18 months of full-on slog,
everyday after work and my days off.
It is fully equipped with all manner
of medical/surgical gear from the 60s,
and no plastic disposable stuff. It also
has three mannequins; one deceased
in a 60s US style body bag, one with
head/chest injuries and one registered nurse to care for the wounded.
I gradually worked my way through
the backlog of vehicles taking me up to
2007, but in that time I had completed
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the Series II 88in Comm/Recon car and
the S11A 109 Workshop and trailer.
Then I came to a sudden stop; I had
nothing to do! Wrong – I had two vehicles in storage: the Series IIA 109
military in very rough condition and a
donor vehicle to assist with the build.
I had always hankered after an LRPV
(Long Range Patrol Vehicle) as used by
the Australian SASR, but they were all
over on the West Coast, 2,500 miles
away. They had mostly been sold to a
pastoral lease and, by the time I found
out about them, they would have been
junked. This turned out to be correct as

‘I had cleaned the
rear end and fitted
a Salisbury diff as
the previous one
had blown’
12 | BUILT2LAST Autumn 2017

I found out via a forum that they were
in very poor condition. I had always said
to myself that I would build a replica…
and so I did in just under 13 months.
Previously, I mentioned a local vehicle that I didn’t get. As it happened, my
mate Graham bought it for me and, as

10 years had passed, I bought it back off
him and started work on it. It was a sad
old vehicle when I got it but we discovered that it was also a veteran of South
Vietnam and we found an image of it in
downtown Saigon in 1976. The rebuild
took a bit over 12 months of full-on slog,
and it was ready for Anzac Day 2012.
I was beginning to get fairly tired of
working on Land Rovers and keeping
them on the road, when along came
an 86in Series One. In the meantime,
however, I had reignited my enthusiasm
(after a 20 year break) for my model Locomotive 5” gauge NSWGR class 32 live
steamer. There is still some way to go yet.
Anzac day has come and gone for
the year, all eight military vehicles performed faultlessly, thankfully, representing more than a decade of my life. B2L

EVENTS

2017
Sixpenny

Handley

New Forest and Solent
Camping Weekend,
20-23 July

WORDSAND PHOTOS JAMES WILLIAMS

U

p until now, Sixpenny Handley
2015 had been the wettest year
on record, so wet in fact that
two years ago the Friday was declared
the wettest day of the year on record by
the BBC. This year, we were in for a treat.
I’ve always said, “If it’s not raining it’s not
training”, and this year on the Friday was
almost certainly classed as ‘training’.
Those lucky enough to have arrived
on the Thursday were blessed with the
luxury of having the option to put their
tent up in the dry. Those who ventured
into Dorset on the Friday would sadly
not have this option available to them.
On the scale of ‘moist’ it was a six out
of ten. However, let us not forget, we are
British and this is to be expected. So,
while we did expect the rain we were
perhaps not so keen on the wind that
decided to appear at exactly the same
time. To say a minor weather front
might have been passing over the UK
on this normally lovely weekend in July
would have been a colossal understatement. Still, we are Land Rover own-
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ers, why would a minor leak here and
there be a show stopper? As Freddie
Mercury said, ‘The Show Must Go On’.
Thursday and Friday therefore saw the
arrival of Land Rovers from far and wide.
Pretty much everyone from last year was
back, which is great news, even if they did
get a little damp. Hats off to those club
members who had travelled many miles
to reach our event from Norfolk, Suffolk,
Northamptonshire, The Midlands, Gloucestershire, the back end of Cornwall and beyond. Our fellow South West Area friends
were also in strong attendance along with
their sofas, funny accents and Tilley lamps.
One club member from Exeter who
shall remain nameless (but goes by
the name of Gary) managed to find
the time on his travels to demolish
someone’s caravan on the A35, badly
damaging his front wing in the process. Thankfully no one was hurt.
The ‘Panel Beating Branch’ of the
South West Area did a reasonable repair
job, with the quality being similar to what
you might expect from a repair carried

out in the wilderness of Africa without
the proper tools. Needless to say, the
wing remained on for the duration. A
suitable spare was found after Ian kindly
drove home to collect a wing in various colours with a dash of Smurf Blue.
On the Friday afternoon Kev organised
an impromptu trip up on to Salisbury

EVENTS

Plain. This was well attended, which left
a few back at camp to begin the construction of the marquee. I have blurred
memories of Dave H and I attempting
to assemble, erect and peg down the
Club’s marquee in the wind and the rain,
while watching Andrew & co battling a
12-man tent. Eventually we got there,
and the 101 was used as a wind break
to ease the pressure on the marquee so
food could be laid out later in the evening. A massive thank you goes out to
all those members who brought along
wood for the fire – big or small! I suspect
the fire might have helped team morale
in those lulls between downpours.

Friday evening, we huddled in the
marquee, drank tea and cider (not at the
same time) and tucked into the Friday
night dinner fest. Thank you to all who
contributed to this! After about an hour
we decided it was safer to head to the
campsite bar to dry off and review maps
for the following day’s green laning. A
new local member appeared on the Friday who had never been green laning
before. Thank you to Trev for giving him
a quick brief on all the levers/knobs in
the cockpit. I am told he enjoyed himself
and was not put off by the foliage. Phew!
Maps annotated and team leaders
briefed, we were all ready for a scenic

drive around Cranborne Chase. This year’s
route took members out towards Chilmark, Tisbury and Shaftesbury through
picturesque villages and along lanes which
would have looked much better on a
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‘This year the focus
was a bit more on
micro-navigation,
so some interesting lanes and routes
through villages’
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lovely summer’s day. This year the focus
was a bit more on micro-navigation, so
some interesting lanes and routes through
villages. Thankfully no Land Rovers were
lost and all, eventually, returned to base
for the group photo before the BBQ.
Meanwhile on the Saturday, Mum and
Dad had arrived at the campsite and had
picked up the meat, bread, salad etc from
the butcher’s shop in the village. They
had managed to sort out the marquee/

kitchen tent to ensure we could all sit
down and enjoy a good old burger and
hot dog when we got back. I say it every
year, but a massive thank you must go out
to my parents. Without their support, this
event would be much harder work! I’m
not sure I’ve ever seen Dad cook without
a BBQ. I tell a lie. He can cook, honest.
The line-up this year consisted of an
impressive 40 Land Rovers which was
great to see. Saturday evening was spent

lounging around the fire and catching
up with friends. Some chilli chutney and
2.5kg of cheese may have been consumed. A small quiche was sacrificed
on the fire at midnight. It would have
been too risky to let someone try it.
Sunday morning was slow as some
members looked a little worse for
wear in the campsite café as they ordered their English breakfast. Members
slowly packed away their wet tents on
the Sunday and headed home. Sunday afternoon the rain commenced.
A special round of applause this year for
Steve and Angela, who for the first time
in three years actually managed to arrive
in their Land Rover and not a Jaguar.
Thank you to all for attending. As
always it is the club members who
make the event as enjoyable as it is.
Thinking into 2018… It can’t be any
wetter, can it? I predict a heatwave.
If you haven’t sent off your booking form for 2018 already, then please
get in touch so I can send one to you:
newforest@series2club.co.uk. Sixpenny Handley 19-22 July 2018. B2L

EVENTS

Dunsfold

John Stokes and East Midlands area
members spent a sunny day at the Dunsfold
Collection Weekend, 10-11 June
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Cause for
Celebration
WORDSAND PHOTOS PAOLO TURINETTI

F

rom 14-16 July the Land Rovers of Switzerland Club celebrated their 30th anniversary.
It was on 1 February 1987 when a small
group of friends founded what would
become the club of reference for all
Swiss Land Rover enthusiasts.
The location for the event was an ex
army airfield at St Stephan in Simmental.
All 450 vehicles assembled on the landing strip creating a spectacular sight. The
Simmental (Simmen Valley) starts at the
village of Zweisimmen and is a valley
marking part of the Bernese Oberland,
finishing at Lenk, a beautiful resort for
both summer and winter activities.
Present were 450 vehicles including
18 clubs from all over Europe representing 12 countries, and a total of over
1000 people. There was a multitude of
Defenders displaying a huge variety of
setups, at least 60 Series vehicles including around 20 Series Ones, some Series
IIIs and a lot of Series IIs representing
69 years of Land Rover production.
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Five crews with Series IIs came from the
UK – Series 2 Club members, of course.
I also spotted some very nice Swiss Club
members’ Series IIs, among which was one
belonging to my friend Stoni who I met
many times at European events. From Italy
there were six cars; including myself with
my 1997 Camel Trophy Disco, and our club
member who had travelled across the Alps
in his very nice 88in Series IIA pick-up.
During the weekend we were privileged
to take a look inside a hangar housing
two gems: a De Havilland DH115 Vampire
and a Hawker Hunter MK58 that served
under the 15th squadron. In 2000 it was
repainted in the style of a newspaper,
displaying the names of all pilots, workers and designers and named “Papyrus”.
Two different road books were distributed for those who wanted to admire the alpine scenery allowing us to
drive our own Land Rovers along narrow green lanes usually closed to the
traffic. A trade area was set up too.
On Saturday afternoon there was

a parade of all the Series vehicles
and in the evening was the so-called
“VIP Dinner” held in a big shed able
to accommodate 650 people.
It was a fantastic and well organised party to celebrate the life of a
great club, honoured by the presence
of many enthusiasts from different
backgrounds and nationalities, united
under a single Land Rover flag. B2L

EVENTS

‘Present were 450
vehicles including 18
clubs from all over Europe representing 12
countries, and a total
of over 1000 people’
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‘It was a fantastic
and well organised
party to celebrate the
life of a great club’

Italian and British members

VIP dinner

The Papyrus
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Working with

CLASSIC + MODERN CAR
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CLASSIC MOTOR TRADE
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At FJ we understand that every classic vehicle owner is diﬀerent and
with FJ+ enthusiasts can build their policy from a range of cover
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and spare parts.
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0333 207 6062
or visit:
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*All cover is subject to insurer’s terms and conditions, which are available upon request.
Footman James is a trading name of Towergate Underwriting Group Limited. Registered in England No. 4043759. Registered Address: Towergate House, Eclipse Park, Sittingbourne
Road, Maidstone, Kent ME14 3EN. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Telephone calls may be monitored or recorded. Sign up to our newsletter at
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Summer
Pudding

RUN

WORDSAND PHOTOS GORDON LOWE

The second Summer Pudding Run was close
to perfection thanks to the brilliant turn-out
of members and the real dairy ice cream!

EVENTS

A

head start for the run into the
Dales by camping on Friday evening at Masham set the relaxed
pace for the weekend of green laning,
and the staff at The Old Station, being
great fans of vintage vehicles, never batted a eyelid at our unusual collection
of Land Rovers, including a 101in and a
Dormobile, invading their smart site.
We were joined this year by retired
Aussie rep Len Smyth who, not yet having a Series vehicle ready to use, chose
to ride shotgun with Michael Fincher in
his 101in as he’d never experienced one
before and had wondered about acquiring one. Michael has the perfect defence
against the noise - industrial ear muffs.
Len stuck with it until we had climbed
up Fremington Edge before gracefully
admitting defeat in the very basic 101in
and bailing out. I think being last in our
group and having to climb down to close
gates also made him realise that they’re

a vehicle you need to have a passion for.
The long, narrow lane at Fremington
begins as tarmac and only after the
ground changes to loose stone and striated bedrock does the spectacular, but
rough, climb out of Swaledale begin. As I
began my ascent there were two specks
high above me that eventually turned
into young William Outhwaite and John
Horne from the first group who’d stayed
back to watch our climb before the two
groups met up on the moors for lunch.
A look over your shoulder when you’ve
scrambled and bounced to the top reveals a patchwork of stone enclosed
pastures and pretty golden stone built
houses that brings everyone to a standstill, hands on hips, enjoying the view.
The other much anticipated green lane,
only a few miles across Marrick Moor is
called Goat’s Bridge and for good reason;
perhaps it should be re-named Mountain
Goat’s Bridge! There is no elegant way

for a vehicle to scrabble round the steep
hairpin bend and legend has it that very
few have ‘done it in one’ - most need to
perform a shunt by reversing up a ledge
of solid stone and avoiding a stone wall
that screens a steep cliff face below.
First the 101in, followed by Alec in his
Dormobile and then Mick Outhwaite
in his 88in drove down into the ravine
to enjoy the challenge. With surprising
ease and an eager audience watching,
Gordon Furness popped his 130in Puma
round with ‘just the one’ manoeuvre.
After dropping down into Teesdale, we
had to try some running repairs on the
petrol 88in of Dave Marrin. An intermittent electrical problem became worse as
the day became hotter until finally we’d
all exhausted our field-side mechanical
knowledge and Dave was forced to call
on his breakdown cover which took him
back to the campsite with assurances that
they would continue his recovery if need
be. Sadly our attempts to sort his truck
didn’t work so Dave and son Jack decided
to try for home on Sunday morning.
Fountains Earth Moor was the main
green lane for the Sunday run and on
a clear sunny day the moor is the finest you’ll ever have the chance to drive
over. The 8 mile long track over open
grouse moor is one of the nicest accessible green lanes in the area and most
of the Dales National Park’s other lanes
can be reached within 30 minutes.
The route we took over the moor included a V-shaped turn through double
gateways from one lane to the next and
myself and the next two vehicles pulled

‘An intermittent
electrical problem
became worse as
the day became hotter until finally we’d
all exhausted our
field-side mechanical knowledge’
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through and then did a turning reverse
to hit the second gate straight. Both
Richard Johnson and Mark Sidwell reversed through the first gate putting them
perfectly in line for the second. Locals!
The pause button was pushed midmorning by Ian Garner calling out that his
clutch had failed and naturally there was
no signal on his phone network! With a
borrowed phone he managed to call for
a recovery truck and we left him enjoying
the sunshine outside Coverham Church
and carried on past the Middleham training gallops to the lane at West Witton.
This elevated lane is a mixture of open
hillside fields with far reaching views and
shaded woodland that ends at the head of
two dales, Bishopdale and Wensleydale.
At this junction, John and Sharon
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‘There will be a third
Summer Pudding
next year and of
course the seventh
Christmas Pudding
Run will finish off
the year nicely’

Cramphorn decided to keep going down
Bishopdale for home and the remainder of
us turned our attention to having an oldfashioned dairy ice cream at Brymor’s and
a wander round nearby Jervaulx Abbey.
There will be a third Summer Pudding next year and of course the seventh
Christmas Pudding Run will finish off the
year nicely. Thank you to everyone who
came out to this year’s laning day. B2L

Our ‘BEST’ Deal In

CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE

Single Car Policies from £75
Multi-Car Discounts up to 50%
Modern & Classic Cars
on One Policy*
Special Rates for Collections
FREE Agreed Value
Optional Breakdown & Recovery
S2C Member Discounts
Various Mileage Options
Terms & Conditions apply

PBIS only uses High Quality Insurers.

*Subject to Insurers terms please ask for details

Classic Car - Modern Car - Classic 4x4 - Classic Bike - Classic Military - Classic Commercial

30 YEARS OF QUALITY
CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE

01376 574000
www.peterbestinsurance.co.uk

Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

88in Series II/IIA – suffix A-C / D-H .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .£1,440

Land Rover SERIES Chassis

88in Series IIA Lightweight 12/24V– suffix A-C .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .£1,550

MODEL
& A-C
WHEELBASE
109in Series II/IIA 4-cyl truck/SW
– suffix
/ D-H .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £1,990
Is it Righthand
(RHD) OR
Lefthand
109in Series
II/IIA 6-cyl truck/SW
– suffix
A-C  .  .Drive
 .  .  .  . (LHD)
 .  .  .  .  . / . 2 .  .Door
 .  .  .  . or
 .  . 4 .  .Door
 .  . £2,150
109in Series II/IIA 1-Ton 4-cyl truck/SW – suffix A-C .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £2,250
Series 2 / 2a / 3
88"II/IIA 1-Ton 6-cyl truck/SW – suffix A-C . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .£1,440
109in Series
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £2,250
Suffix A-C / D-H
109in Series II/IIA Stage 1 V8 truck/SW – suffix A-C  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £2,250
Series 2 / 2a / 3
88" Lightweight 12/24v
£1,550
Suffix A-C
109" 4 Cylinder Truck /
Station Wagon

Series 2 / 2a / 3
Suffix A-C / D-H

£1,990

109" 6 Cylinder
Truck / Station Wagon

Series 2 / 2a / 3
£2,150
Suffix A-C
Tel: 01709 577477
Web:
www.richardschassis.co.uk
109" 1 Tonne 4 Cylinder
Series
2 / 2a / 3
£2,250
Address:
UnitWagon
F2, Swinton Bridge
Industrial
Truck
/ Station
Suffix
A-C Estate, Whitelee Road, Swinton. S64 8BH
Discount not available on non-Series II Chassis

109" 1 Tonne 6 Cylinder
Truck / Station Wagon

Series 2 / 2a / 3
Suffix A-C

£2,250

90" LR De

110" LR D

130" LR D

E
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S2C RALLY

Hole 2017
Park
This year’s International Rally returned to
the beautiful estate of Hole Park in Kent and
it was another great success

WORDS SEAN & HAZEL SMEETH
PHOTOS SIMON SHAW, TIM EVE, JOHN STOKES,
TERRY BLACKMAN, ROS WOODHAM
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T

he rally started for us on the Monday, arriving on site just before lunch
to start setting up. The amount of
equipment and supplies being extracted
from Titch the Forward Control seemed
never ending but by Tuesday morning
we were ready as the marquee, toilets
and showers had also been delivered.
Members soon started arriving from all
corners of the country to take advantage
of the extra days including some from
abroad. Wednesday for us was marking
out the scenic drive route which ended up
being six miles long, entirely on the estate.
Unfortunately we had some ‘northern’

weather in the early hours of Thursday
morning and the wet conditions had affected a bit of the course through the
woods so a quick alteration was needed
and the course was then open for use.
Friday saw a good convoy on the road
run make for Dungeness for lunch at the
famous Pilot Inn Fish and Chips. Pieces
of fish larger than the plates were soon
being dispatched from the kitchen as
we had warned them of our arrival. The
afternoon saw people taking advantage
of the discount we arranged on the Romney, Hythe and Dymchurch railway, some
doing the full round trip if time permit-

ted. We, unfortunately, had to get back
to camp as the burger van was due so
we just did half a trip. The burger van
did a roaring trade and came back the
following morning to do breakfast.
The scenic drive opened again on
the Saturday and even more members
decided to see what hidden gems Hole
Park had to offer. The private tour of
the gardens and cream tea took place in
the afternoon and as in 2013 was well
attended with a talk being done by the
owner. A bike trial was run later that
afternoon by Mr and Mrs Snape for the
benefit of our younger attendees – a

‘Pieces of fish larger
than the plates were
soon being dispatched
from the kitchen’
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big thank you to them for taking this
on. Also during the day a CLR photo
shoot took place involving five Forward
Controls (four IIBs and a 101in). Special
thanks to Phillip Bashall from Dunsfold
who brought diesel chassis number 1
especially for this. The evening saw club
members enjoy a BBQ followed by the
prize giving and the following awards:Best Series II in show: Keith
Thorpe, FC Camper
Best Leafer (non SII): John
Stokes, SIII Camper
Best “Boingy”: Malcom
House, 110 Defender
Furthest Travelled: Wilfred Bar-
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tells, from Germany, 601 miles
Best Modification: Keith
Thorpe, FC Camper
Least likely to get Home:
Mick Fryer, SII 88
Biggest Shed: Richard Boutell, SII 88
These were presented by Mr Edward
Barham the landowner who joined
us for a drink – thank you to him!
A tombola and raffle was run by Colleen Roffey in aid of Macmillan Nurses
which, topped up with a parts sale from
Calum, raised £1,355 which is a terrific
achievement, so thanks to everybody who
donated. Special thanks should also go to
the Club’s advertising manager Richard

Allin who sourced some brilliant prizes.
The rest of the evening was spent either
enjoying the music laid on by Alan Potter or
sitting round the campfire which seemed
to have been going continually since our
arrival – good job Hole Park supplied plenty
of wood! Sunday morning dawned and the
customary photo shoot took place in the
field in front of the house after we had
herded the livestock away. After this an
auto jumble commenced and members
picked up some good bargains. Afternoon
came and many were packing up ready
to head for home. We headed off the following day after making sure the site was
left clean and tidy – you never know we
might offer to do it again some day! B2L

S2C RALLY
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MEMBERS’ MOTORS

WIN!

Members’ Motors

TRANSFER CASE
COOLING SUMP BY

Show us your Series!
The best motor, chosen by our Roving Reporter, Dylan Featherstone,
will win a Roamerdrive transfer case cooling sump.. To have your Series II
featured, and for the chance to win, please contact Dylan: thamesvalley@series2club.co.uk

Andrew Miles
CURRENT LAND ROVERS:
FUD 216C, 1965 88in and NFO
515 1961 ex-military 109 SW
DREAM SERIES II: 1958
88in or 109 2L diesel, but
only if I could have it as
well as my current two.
OTHER HOBBIES: Anything
old and internal combustion. I
have a reasonably well equipped
home workshop. I also sail.
OTHER DETAILS: I bought
FUD when I was 16 after a few
years of wanting a SII. It was a
‘bitsa’ when I bought it and is
more of one now, but has been
my daily driver for five years
now and has been modified
over time to suit its role in my life. It currently sports a 2.5TD running on recycled

R!
WINNE

Bob Lovatt
CURRENT LAND ROVER: 1967
petrol (was diesel when new)
DREAM SERIES: This one. I have
always wanted a Series and I finally
got one three years ago, after
more than 30 years of waiting.
OTHER HOBBIES: Cycling when
possible. I also like my vinyl records –
digital has its place but not indoors.
OTHER DETAILS: When I first got the Series it was a truck cab. After a while I wanted more usable space so decided to get
a tilt. It took a while to choose the colour
from a choice of two – sand or khaki. Samples sent and classic khaki was the choice.
Other changes were the Rocky Mountain
door tops. I find them so much better having front glass opening and they save my
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ears dropping off in the
winter! I have added a
couple of gauges (water temp/oil pressure
and a volt meter). Next
job is to fit a discreet
USB point to charge my
phone and to be able
to use the SatNav. Long
term jobs are a new
chassis and re-wire but
I will save that for next
year or the year after,
as it has just passed the
MOT and I was told chassis is still okay. The
Series is not a daily driver, mainly used for
weekends and days off. Despite this, it did
over 1,800 miles last year. The very last job
to be done will be painting, but I do quite
like the faded, peeling, matt green finish.

cooking oil and a five speed gearbox.
NFO is a more recent purchase, as I
have always thought a 109 SW was the
best looking Series available. I bought it
knowing it was ex-military, but not a lot
more. After some research, it turns out
that it was one of 12 built by the FVRDE
to carry the computers to send firing
and navigation data to ‘Thunderbird’
SAGW missiles. It sports lots of little
unusual modifications from its military
days. After being demobbed, it was
taken to Iceland by a school teacher
before being brought back into the UK
and featuring in a few early issues of
LRO magazine, including the cover.
Since I have owned it, it has had a
considerable amount of welding done, a
rebuilt 2,286cc petrol engine to replace
the diesel it came to me with and a full
interior from Exmoor trim. It is currently in the middle of being repainted.

MEMBERS’ MOTORS

James Pearce
CURRENT LAND ROVERS: 1961 Series
II, originally in MOD then registered in
1970. Daily driver is a Discovery 4.
DREAM SERIES II: My Land
Rover but more reliable!
OTHER HOBBIES: Enjoying my garden and all things car related.
OTHER DETAILS: I bought the Land
Rover two years ago as I have had three
Discoverys and love Land Rovers. When
I bought it, the chap hadn’t used it since
the 1990s but had the MOT done a year
before. He said he had done lots of bits
to the engine and it runs really well. I
don’t know enough about engines but
thought that was sorted. Drove it home
and it stopped just near home and refused to restart. After replacing a few
things it was a good runner again.
Since I have had it, each winter I do a
bit of a project to it. Year One was the
front chassis to bulk head, all hubs and
wheels painted, new tyres and new ball
joints. Year Two it was the turn for the
interior – a full repaint and while it was
out I changed the gaskets on the transfer

box. All just finished the night before the
Drive It Day in April. Next year it is tub off
and rear chassis with new cross member.
I just take it out for a drive for fun on a
sunny evening. Just great fun to drive and
with the roof off it is great on a hot evening. I do have a truck cab tilt for it as well.

Richard Wood (5660)
CURRENT LAND ROVERS: 1967 SIIA
suffix C 88in hard-top, 2,286cc diesel, overdrive, freewheeling hubs.
DREAM SERIES II: This one, once it is
how I want it (it is close to that although
would prefer petrol as originally fitted)
OTHER HOBBIES: Narrowboating,
vintage vehicles and their engines,
particularly steam and diesel.
OTHER DETAILS: Bought this truck
early this year. Have fond memories of
driving a range of SIIs (and early Range
Rover) whilst working on BBC outside
broadcasts during the 1970s, so had a
clear idea of the model and classic spec
I wanted. Bought as an investment and
to visit shows, light towing etc., although
nice to have a vehicle I can use in cold
and wet. Recent respray including removal of all panels, only the tub and
bulkhead were sprayed in-situ. Other
vehicles are a 1960 Velocette bike
and a (very) open three wheeler car.
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VEHICLE OF THE MONTH

Dream
Machine

The Vehicle of the Month, chosen by
Jon Hayes, is a 1968 Series IIA belonging
to Liam Hall, aged 16
WORDS AND PHOTOS LIAM HALL

M

y name is
Liam Hall
and I am
16 years old. When I
bought my 1968 Series IIA Land Rover I
was 9 years old and was fascinated with
all Land Rovers and I still am now.
I first came across Land Rovers when my
next door neighbour bought a Discovery
and took me off-roading for the first time,
I loved it and I have been addicted ever
since. When I was around 8, I constantly
told my parents I wanted one and was going to have loads when I was older. They
looked in my bank account and found that
I had a good amount of money to spend
that my Aunty Doris had left me and so
one day they took me out, telling me that
we were picking something up for one of
our friends. When we arrived, it turned
out to be the Land Rover I have today. I
bought it for £800 and took it straight
home with a massive smile on my face.
As I was too young to do anything on
it myself, my dad and a friend took the
front end off. She was moved from unit to
unit for 5 years before I was old enough
to work on her. I was 14 years old when
she came back home and I started by re-
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placing all the brakes and the brake pipes
completely. I then replaced all the seats
for military ones and put in seat belts. She
needed the dumb irons replacing and new
chassis legs up to the cross member. The
foot wells needed replacing, and an outrigger needed work too. The wiring loom was
chopped in two and was like a tangled ball
of string. The speedo cable wasn’t there
so a new one needed to be put on but
before that I needed to look at the engine.
The original engine was a 2,286cc petrol
engine. The previous owner had taken it
out and put in a V8. When I came to own
her, she ended up having a 2,286cc diesel
in which I didn’t like at all so I swapped
the engine for three others that all ended
up having problems, even though I spent
months working on each one. Eventually I
found an ex-military 12J diesel. I fitted the
engine but couldn’t get it started so took
her to Jim at Leaf Sprung Landys where
Jim worked on her for a week. He had to
redo all the wiring loom and make sure I

had done everything right; he
said I had done a brilliant job!
While I was putting in the 12J
engine, I looked at the rear drive
shaft which took a couple of
days to sort out properly. To get
her to where she is now, I spent
a few summer holidays and a
huge number of other holidays
trying to get her sorted. After
I sorted the rear drive shaft I
looked at the exhaust which
was in a really bad way so I took
it off and have now bought
another that I have designed
to come out on the passenger
side. I have also wanted her to
sound meaty so I got an exhaust
with a two-inch diameter bore which I love.
When she is completely finished, I want
to put all the necessary guards on her as
well as fitting a snorkel but without destroying my wings, so I bought some series
three wings to put on her for when I go
off-roading. I also purchased working lights
and a winch with in-cab and out of the cab
control. She came with a commercial tow
hitch for the military Sankey trailers and
I have a flat heater and an artic heater. I
also have a bonnet and back door wheel
carrier as well as an internal rear body/tub
wheel carrier and even have bonnet hook
latches to hold the bonnet on as well. All in
all, I have a lot of things to put on her! Later on down the line I am going to re-paint
her sand camo or normal camo. When she
is on the road I am hoping to learn to drive
her with my dad’s help and come down to
some of the Series events to meet some
of the other members. Until I can drive
she will be used most days by my mom
who also needs to learn to drive it. B2L

EVENTS

WORDS DYLAN FEATHERSTONE

You shall go... B

Amy in the front
seat with Jas and
Emma in the back

ack in March Thames Valley member
Chris Morrill put up a request on
the forum for help with his daughter’s prom. Amy, Chris’ daughter, decided
that her Dad’s 1966 Series IIA was a much
cooler way to get her to her end of school
prom than a limo or other flash car. Usually the Land Rover has a hard top and rear
door so Chris needed to source a tailgate
and some seat belts. Luckily, Eric Leuzinger from Thames Valley area was able to
lend a tailgate and Tim Venton from South
West area kindly provided the seatbelts.
The prom was located in Barnard Castle,
a good five hour drive from High Wycombe.
The Land Rover performed faultlessly on
the journey, and achieved a respectable
25mpg at 55mph with an overdrive and
overhauled Zenith carb on a 2,286cc petrol
engine fitted with an ACR Stage 1 head.
The roof was removed on Chris’ fatherin-law’s driveway in
Thirsk. Luckily the
rain held off and he
was then able to
take his daughter
Amy and friends,
Jas and Emma, to
their prom. B2L
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Back to
Life

WORDS AND PHOTOS MARTIN PORT

Martin Port breathes new life into a
Series II with a significant overlanding history

S

ome of you may already be familiar
with the 1959 ‘Trans-Africa’ Series
II, either from forum posts or from
its appearances in both Classic Land Rover
and Classic & Sports Car magazine, but for
those of you who have not seen it, here is
a brief history of the vehicle and of how I
came to be fortunate enough to own it.
It all began in late spring 2015 and I
opened up the Series 2 Club forum as I
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do most mornings and read a new post
asking for some advice and help with a
particular Land Rover. The author was a
relative of a chap called Philip Kohler – an
Australian who had spent the majority of
his life living in London and who unfortunately had passed away earlier that year.
Philip had been working out in Northern Rhodesia in the late 1950s and
when his contract as a Crown Agent

had finished, he decided to drive from
Cape Town to London, fulfilling an
ambition to undertake a solo crossing of the Sahara in the process.
He duly placed an order for an 88in
Series II and on 22 July 1959, his new
Land Rover rolled off the production line
and made its way to the docks, bound
for Africa. It eventually arrived at Central
African Motors in Lusaka and Philip col-

OVERLANDING

‘His new Land Rover rolled off
the production line and made its way
to the docks, bound for Africa’

RIGHT: (Top) Two large metal
trunks were found in the back,
filled with spares and artefacts
from his journey; (Bottom)
It took an entire morning to
extricate the Series II from the
Shepherds Bush hardstanding

THIS PIC: Quite possibly every
Land Rover owner’s dream lays
ahead of the 1959 Series II
RIGHT: Original Northern Rhodesian number painted on body.
East African plate was turned
over and painted with UK plate
on its return to London!

Unfortunately Philip didn’t
document how many punctures
he had to contend with over the
course of his journey!
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lected it and drove south to Cape Town
before embarking on his epic journey.
Over the next three years, he slowly
made his way up the east coast of the
continent before heading west, up
through the Sahara and into Morocco
– arriving back in London in 1963, and
although he continued to use the Land
Rover for a number of years, it had
eventually been laid up outside their
Shepherds Bush home and was last on
the road just shy of 20 years ago following a brief reprieve by another relative wanting to use it for his wedding.
A few of these details had been included in the forum post, but if that
wasn’t enough to excite any Land Rover
enthusiast, the pictures attached definitely
were: Philip Kohler had had the Series II
sign-written as he progressed through
Africa and so every location of note and
the dates of his stay were painted on
the sides of the hard top, along with the
‘Trans-Africa’ moniker along the tub flanks.
As a motoring journalist and freelance
contributor to Classic Land Rover magazine, my immediate thoughts were about
securing the story as a potential feature
– something that the family agreed to with
little hesitation, and although I had also said

that I would of course give
them some advice with
regards securing the future
of the Series II following
the owners passing. I also
found myself becoming
increasingly obsessed with
the idea of bringing the vehicle back to life, but knew
that I couldn’t even dream
of raising enough money
to make a fair offer, even if
Shortly after setting off from Cape Town
they were prepared to part
with what was part of their
turn up on set every day at 5am to see
family and so I concentrated on offering
if he could be of assistance and eventuany help I could in making sure that the hisally the director, Howard Hawks gave
tory remained intact and with the vehicle.
his some work lasting several months.
I of course did express an interest, but
After this, he duly continued on his
ruled myself out immediately on financial
journey until he got wind of another
grounds and duly put together a feature
movie being shot – this time it was The
for the magazine that was well-received
Lion, starring William Holden and again,
by the family; I felt very happy to have
he managed to get some work on set,
been able to tell Philip’s story, including
even becoming Holden’s double in sevthat of how his trip in the Land Rover
eral scenes. This experience eventually
helped to form the rest of his life.
meant that once back in the UK, he would
Why? Well, it was whilst travelling
continue within the industry, acting as
through Africa that he came across a film
location and production manager on dozunit shooting for Paramount Pictures’
ens of titles including The Empire Strikes
forthcoming epic, Hatari! featuring John
Back, a number of James Bond films,
Wayne. Philip decided that he would

‘I found myself becoming
obsessed with the idea of bringing
the vehicle back to life’

A relaxed river crossing

OVERLANDING

Philip Kohler poses atop the Land
Rover with the snowy peaks of Mount
Kilimanjaro in the background

Philip at the Tropic of Cancer.
I even have the water bottle
he is drinking out of!

The Series II on the Kilindini Road,
Mombasa in November 1960

The Killing Fields and Full Metal Jacket.
Regrettably, at the time of writing the
first article, the family did not have any
period photographs to hand. His partner
of 53 years, Mary, knew that as a keen
photographer, Philip definitely took some
but with an entire floor of their town
house filled with film memorabilia collected from his working life over the years,
there was little chance of being able to
find anything in time for publication.
In fact, it was almost exactly a year
later when I suddenly got an email announcing that they had found some

It took just six weeks
to get it to this state and
on display at the NEC in November

Sporting a sizeable dent in the front
nearside wing – cause unknown

photographs of his trip, and once I got
over my surprise that the Land Rover
was still with the family and in the front
garden in White City, I opened several
images that showed Philip and his Series II in the depths of the Sahara.
My immediate thoughts were about
revisiting the original feature and now
publishing the period photographs, but
the next line of the email offered a new
opportunity: the family were asking if I
would be interested in taking on the Land
Rover? I could barely contain my excitement, but I had to: there was still no way
I could offer them
what it was worth on
the open market and
so regrettably I halfheartedly declined –
reiterating my financial
position and suggesting that they let me
know what figure they
would be looking for so
I could find a suitable
purchaser for them.
Then came the
biggest surprise. It

transpired that the family had had a discussion and decided that it was more
important to make sure that Philip’s Land
Rover had a secure future where it may
see the open road once more than it
was just to raise a significant amount of
money. Without hesitation, I confirmed
that I would do everything I could to
fulfill their wishes and a deal was done
that both sides were happy with!
Days later and I was loading the
Series II onto a trailer, and with my
1964 IIA as a tow vehicle we made
our way back to Berkshire.
I’d set myself a 12 month limit to get
it back on the road, taking into account
the huge number of unknown variables,
but in reality the Land Rover was much
better than I could ever have hoped.
The original bulkhead had been repaired
and galvanized back in the late 1990s
for the aforementioned wedding, and
the chassis had either had the same
treatment or was a replacement – either way, the underpinnings were very
solid, but mechanically I was expecting
to have to undertake some major work.
How wrong I was. It took myself and
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The Series II is now at home on
Berkshire’s rural tracks instead of
Saharan sand

‘Crucially, there is so much history
that came with the Land Rover’

Rhodesian and East African
AA badges were discovered
in the trunks

The sides of the hard
top have been used to clearly
document the entire trip

Oli Cottrell was roped in with
reinvigorating the Series II

a good friend whom I dragged into the
project with little chance of saying no, all
of five minutes to get the engine running
– some fresh fuel in a can, some emery
paper dragged between the points and
a new battery were all that was needed,
and it idled remarkably smoothly.
The hydraulics were a bigger issue: having sat dry for nearly 20 years, all of the
wheel cylinders, flexi-hoses, clutch master and slave and brake master cylinders
needed replacing, but with those done
we managed a short test-drive and in less
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than six weeks the Series II drove into
the NEC under its own power ready to
be exhibited at the Classic Motor Show.
After the show, we rebuilt the original eight-stud water pump to solve a
leak and fitted a new voltage regulator to regain charging and at that stage
it was ready to take to the road – just
over two months since we disinterred
it from its long-term resting place!
Its first major test was a 120-mile round
trip to the office, and apart from the
rock-hard leaf springs, a loose exhaust
manifold-downpipe clamp and a rogue jubilee clip spinning on the front-propshaft,
everything went to plan and has meant
that since that first drive, the Series II has
managed to cover several thousand miles
already and I’ve been able to concentrate
on tidying and renovating various parts
instead of carrying out major work.
Crucially, there is so much history that

came with the Land Rover in addition to
several hundred Kodachrome slides that
were eventually uncovered documenting
the trans-African adventure. Two large
metal trunks were still in the back, packed
with original spares from his trip and then
his subsequent use back in the UK. The
underseat tool box contained a complete
1959 set of workshop manual, parts book
and handbook, while the rear also contained a full hood stick set, sharks tooth
rail and an old tilt that had briefly been
fitted post-Africa. Fortunately, the tilt has
proven to be salvageable and will be fitted
at some point this year so that I can turn
my attention to the pressing matter of
sealing in the writing on the sides of the
hard top before any more information is
lost to the ravages of time and weather.
In the meantime, the Series II is being
used in earnest. It was never designed to
be a museum piece and I think it would
be insulting to the previous owner not to
use it! Importantly though, we are determined to take it back to Africa at some
point in the near future and retrace a little
of Philip Kohler’s journey. His partner told
me upon our first meeting that he never
considered getting rid of it just in case
he ever got around to doing the trip in
reverse; it would be somehow fitting to
at least fulfill his wishes – even if it were
just a fraction of the entire journey! B2L

SHOP

Club Shop
NOW OPEN!
We have now re-stocked with the ever popular
Brass Radiator badge at £8.50 incl. P+P and fixing
bracket. We have suppliers of both the “Birmingham” and “Solihull” brass keyrings at £5.50 incl.
P+P. And we have a few of the under and over
“Built Two Last” name plates
at £16 incl. P+P. I hope that
we can replenish our stock of
the unders, the overs proving not to be so popular.
Tyre Life plates are still available at £5 incl. P+P.
Finally we have a large stock of the plastic B2L
keyrings which are going for £2 to clear.
P+P costs are for delivery in the UK.
For overseas orders contact the
shop for a postal quote.
You can order items from
shop@series2club.co.uk making
payments with PayPal. Please
check before making a payment
that we have what you want.
Alan Jones is minding the shop.

A

fter a long hiatus the Club
Shop is active once more.
We have moved the clothing operation out to a company who can provide
a reliable online ordering and payment service – Birds of Dereham, a company with
much experience providing School, University and Sports Clubs with clothing. Birds
are able to embroider the Club hinges logo
onto all garments, included in the price,
and for a small extra cost you can personalise your garment with your name, vehicle
registration number etc. if you wish.
We have a range of garments ready for
you to order including sweatshirts, T-shirts,
fleeces and overalls – all available in a range
of colours and sizes. See their website for
what’s on offer. Birds and the Club are open
to any suggestions to add to the range.
This move means that the Club no
longer has to keep stocks of clothing in
all sizes/colours which can tie up club
funds for years. Nobody wants to buy
clothing several years old, no matter how
well stored. It means that we don’t have
to provide storage for a large number of
boxes taking up space in someone’s home.
The existing clothing stock has been
available at sale prices for many months
now and a recent drive on the forum
has reduced the stock further. We
still have a few items left at reduced

prices – please email shop@series2club.co.uk to see what’s left or check
the members’ section of the forum.
We have not forgotten those few members who don’t do the internet. You can
phone Birds on 01362 692941 or write
to: Birds of Dereham, Unit D, 13 Yaxham
Road, Dereham, Norfolk, NR19 1HB.
Postage is normally £5 per item/
order for the UK mainland, and orders over £60 are post free.
There’s nothing to stop an area putting together a large order to get free
postage. For overseas orders you will
have to speak to Birds for a quote.
You can order from Birds online via
the link on our website or use this link:www.birds-teamwear.co.uk/clubs/viewproducts/land-rover-series-2-club.html
You can email Birds at enquiries@birds-sport.co.uk
We also have stocks of badges and
other hardware regalia to which we hope
to add new lines and maybe some of those
‘hard to get’ spares. Once our current
stocks have been run down we will review
what our best sellers are and restock.
We have sold out of the brass radiator badges. We have no ‘Birmingham’
brass key rings, but we do have a few
‘Solihull’ key rings. These have proved
to be popular and we will re-stock.

We have both the ‘over’ and ‘under’
Built 2 Last plates, but I think the under
version is our best seller and we probably won’t re-order any more ‘overs’.
With corks becoming something of a
rarity in bottles, the s/s corkscrew/bottle opener has been dropped. We have a
good stock of the Tyre Wear plates and
our VRO have good stocks of chassis
plates – these you can order direct from
the VRO and we DON’T sell blanks.
We are open to suggestions but several times in the past we have been
lumbered with stock that no one wants
– we couldn’t give the stuff away. We
currently have a supply of the individual
wiper motor gaskets at £2 each plus post.
All these items are on sale through the
shop@series2club.co.uk email whilst we
seek a volunteer to oversee and run this
operation. The job would suit a retired person who has easy access to their Post Office. Our hardware stock currently fits into
a 70 x 40 x 35cm plastic crate. We have
some ideas and possible deals for supplies of spares. To date our main thrust on
spares is to negotiate a member discount
with the supplier, negating the need for a
club officer to fill up their home with boxes
of spare parts. A list of the various discounts can be seen on the club’s website.
Alan Jones
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De
Dame
(The Lady)

A fully fledged, fused Series II
ADRIAN SMULDERS
THE NETHERLANDS AREA REP

I

n The Netherlands there are several Series II enthusiasts who would
dare to take on a complete rebuild.
One of them is our fellow club member
Wout de Leeuw. Wout lives in the east
of The Netherlands in Arnhem. In an attempt to organise a gathering with Dutch
S2C members, I received a note from
Wout that he would like to attend but
without his Series II due to an on-going,
serious rebuild. As I was curious about
this enterprise, we agreed to meet.
For quite some time he has been in-
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volved with British
motorcars: a Morris
Minor Traveller, and
later a Hillman Minx.
Since 2011 a Series II
88in occupies his private parking space.
According to
the paperwork, 6
January 1966 was
the rolling start of
this 88in in Kent
and propelled by…

Heavy Oil! Hmm, as
far as I know (and
I worked for some
20 years in the ship
propulsion business)
that’s more than 30
centistokes oil. I didn’t
know Land Rover diesel
engines were capable
of pumping that kind of
‘fuel’ through the nozzles, without purifying,
clarifying or heating!

MEMBERS’ MOTORS

Bumper lighting

Wout and his wife Mirjam want to use it
– when it is on the road again of course –
for pleasure, especially vacations. Initially
they wished to own a vehicle enabling
them to visit far away friends and as daily
driver. (Far away means: Romania, Ethiopia, Uganda, Sierra Leone). Searching, but
not too familiar with Land Rovers, Wout
came across a Series IIA, with a good
chassis, new wiring loom and APK (Dutch
MOT). They agreed on the money and
he took her home. Not without refuelling
her somewhere on the way back – the
first hiccup. The battery turned out to be
flat due to an alternator malfunction. A
jumpstart took care of the situation for
the moment and, being an electrical engineer, this did not bother him too much.
Soon after this he discovered that the
next APK would become difficult or even
impossible because of several failures
and/or ‘inconsistencies’. Lacking a horn
and having rock solid shocks were the
simple ones. Others were quite serious: a dodgy wiring loom, water-cooled

‘I didn’t know Land
Rover diesel engines were capable of pumping that
kind of ‘fuel’ through
the nozzles without
purifying, clarifying or heating!’

professional to put it in top shape. Also
for the bulkhead he asked a pro in the
UK who did a reasonable job. On the
improve list were items like a bigger
(65 Amps) alternator, electric cooling
fan and thicker wires and connectors.
The rebuild is now in the ‘rolling chassis ++’ stage. A well as the thorough
cleaning and restoring of all parts,
some nice parts have been added such
as a stainless steel exhaust, a steering
damper and an adjustable tow hook.
Other modifications include a heavy
duty, reinforced front axle, Procomp
shock absorbers and a dashboard incorporating an oil temperature gauge.
By the way, all the nuts and bolts were
liberally covered in a kind of grease that
is used on high voltage lines that are
open to the elements for many years
and must remain in good condition.
The same will go for Wout’s Series II.

instruments, a bulkhead with ample
ventilation and an engine producing a
thick smoke screen. The 1.5 inches of
sand in the air filter made it obvious: this
Lady was neglected and needed attention. A body-off rebuild was decided on.
As usual when starting some major
work, it tends to become bigger with every part you remove. On the positive side it
carried a reasonable chassis and the axles
and parabolic springs were almost new.
As Wout is not a welder, for the
chassis he called in the expertise of a

Exhaust and parabolics

Dash with oil temp gauge

Fused!
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What Wout is achieving is quite impressive, especially his electrical system, and
for good reason. As mentioned, he is an
electrical engineer. It goes without saying that this part is very well taken care
of. What’s more, he designed and built a
professional fusing, charging and operational system with thorough mass connections. His Series II will have to serve
him well on long journeys and holidays.
For that reason it will carry two Optima
yellow top 4.2S batteries. The system
makes sure that no overload is possible,
and that both batteries can’t go flat at
any time. The lines to the various users
are carrying substantial copper and are
well protected, embedded in flexible
hoses. For good light at night there are
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‘The system makes
sure that no overload is possible,
and that both
batteries can’t go
flat at any time’

some lights fitted nicely onto the bumper.
I trust the other exterior and interior
lights will be of the same high standard.
The correct age, overhauled gearbox
was found. Fitting the existing SII bell
housing and overdrive to it made it fit for
use, the chassis is now ready to receive
the engine which will also be overhauled.
Although there is still a job to be
done, this Series II will be on the road
again, for sure. Not tomorrow, but certainly sometime during the next holiday season. Maybe to the UK? B2L

Electric hosing
Reinforced front axle

TECHNICAL

Rub-a-tub-tub
Replacement rear tub side panels
WORDS AND PHOTOS DYLAN FEATHERSTONE

‘I am pleased
to say that the
quality of the
part is very
good and all
the folds and
angles have
been formed
to a very high
standard’

W

hile quite a few panels are available for our
Land Rovers, I have always wondered why the rear tub side
panels weren’t readily available.
When I saw a new one on eBay, I
took a risk and bought it. I am pleased
to say that the quality of the part is
very good and all the folds and angles have been formed to a very high
standard. Not only do you get the side
panel, you also get the wheel arch
reinforcement which I am informed

never used to come on the Land Rover
replacement part. The reinforcement
is riveted on around the wheel arch,
and countersunk rivets can be requested to give a nice smooth finish.
These are generally made to order
by hand, so obviously you will need to
order in advance of needing them. Current lead time is roughly three weeks
and they are priced at £140 per side.
I must point out that I have yet to
fit the part so can’t actually comment
on how well they fit. I know a couple

of other club members who are regulars on my green lane trips have each
bought a pair and I am hoping to have
some feedback on the fitting process for a future article. I have already
primed my side panel, and will paint
it a bit nearer the time to fitting it.
Steve can also make other parts
you might find useful, and is a very
helpful chap to deal with. When
contacting him, please mention
you are from the Series 2 Club.
Steve: 07795 655146. eBay: stevectr
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Switched on
Wiring up the Tex Magna indicator unit
WORDS AND PHOTOS MALCOLM COOPER

K

I

needed to renew the wiring to
my Tex Magna indicator as the
insulation was starting to perish so I took the opportunity to strip
it down and give it a good clean.
To gain access to the mechanism, remove the whole unit from the steering
column and disconnect the wires going
behind the instrument panel. Note the
colours on the wires and where they go.
I find that putting coloured cable ties on
the wires and then annotating the drawing works. Undo the three screws on the
back of the unit. There are two screws
acting as a cable clamp, these can be left.
The single screw by the arm is also the
pivot for the lever arm so undo it but do
not pull it completely out of the body. (A)
The switch mechanism is under the
mechanical actuator assembly. The lever arm and actuator can now be gently
lifted away from the switch. The selfcancelling mechanism spring will flip,
so hold it down as it is released. (B)
The cancelling wheel can be lifted
off and the switch can be accessed.
The switch is held onto the casing with
two countersunk screws. Undo these
and the cable retaining screws and lift
the switch away from the case. (C)
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On the back of the switch are the
electrical connections. Three are for
the switch, one for the warning light
and one for an earth. Note: in the
photo the wire colours are incorrect
as I have replaced the cable. (D)
The switch is held together with rivets,
these can be drilled out and replaced with
M2 screws or 8BA or whatever will fit. (E)
When lifting the cover off the switch,
take care as there is a spring under
compression holding the two halves
of the switch apart. It can very easily fly out and be lost. (F and G)
Carefully lift out the two plastic blocks
that carry the brass wiping contacts.
There are springs behind these contacts
that maintain the pressure of the wiping
contacts on the static contacts. It is at this
point the springs will release. (H and I)
The operation of the switch is simple:

‘A simple strip down
and clean should
sort most problems’
With both blocks held apart by the spring,
no contacts are made. When the switch
lever is moved to the left or right, the
brass contact slides across and makes
a connection between the common,
single stud and the right or left stud.
Clean the brass contacts with fine
sandpaper or a fibreglass brush to remove any dirt or grease. If the brass is
worn then it might be possible to build
it up using solder. Do not use WD40
here; it will act as an insulator and stop
the switch working. There should be no
need to lubricate the switch assembly.
To reassemble the unit: put the wiping
contacts in the housing with the single
bump towards the pair of static contacts.
Now put the pressure springs in the sliding blocks, using a very small amount
of silicon grease to hold them in place
and position the blocks in the housing.
When they are in, carefully lift one block
and slide in the long spring then put the
block back down into the housing. Repeat with the other side. The toggle can

now be placed over the blocks. Take care
not to jolt the assembly or it will fly to bits
under spring pressure. The top plate can
now be fitted and screwed into position.
With a continuity meter or battery and
bulb, check the function of the switch. With
the slider in the centre, there must be no
continuity between any of the contacts.
Move the lever to one side and make sure
that there is only continuity between the
common and one contact. The same goes
for movement to the other side. If the results show incorrect readings then the unit
must be taken apart and the reason found.
With the warning light fitted, the
complete assembly can be fitted back
into the housing and screwed in.
The cancelling wheel can now be fitted
to the shaft and the lever arm replaced.
The lever fits over the switch toggle
so, as the lever is moved, the switch
changes position. The self-cancelling
action can be tested by moving the lever to one position and then by manually rotating the wheel the lever should
spring back to the centre position. (J)
A small amount of silicon grease on
the wheel shaft and lever bearing may
be used but the bearing surface should
be kept dry as any lubrication will stop
the cancelling mechanism working as
the bar will slip against the wheel shaft.
On my unit the wheel was missing completely so I manufactured one from parts
from a broken hard disc drive and a drive
belt. The correct wheel will be a better
fit on the shaft. If the rubber part of the
wheel is worn, perished or missing, spare
inserts are available from various sources.
When refitting, align the cancelling
wheel to the shroud behind the steering
wheel. The steering column mounting
bracket has slotted holes to allow adjustment so the pressure on the shroud
by the wheel is not excessive. (K)
Reroute the cable and connect to the
flasher unit and the indicator connectors. Check that the unit works and that
when indicating left the left hand indicators come on and similarly for the right.
If you are really paranoid about electricity
then use a fused supply to the common ter-
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

minal and switch to left and right and ensure that the indicators come on correctly.
So there is not a lot that can go wrong
with the indicator unit. A simple strip
down and clean should sort most problems. The worst that can happen is the
plastic body holding the static contacts
can crack, or in extreme cases can arc
across the contacts and turn the plastic
to carbon. If this happens then a careful rebuild with Araldite is possible. The
static contacts could also be replaced
with filed down brass screws although I
haven’t yet had to resort to this. B2L

I
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Area Roundups
A summary of recent events in your area

Anglia
ALAN JONES
Summer Camp, 14-16 July
A few regular members met up at the
Fakenham Racecourse camping site
which was to be our base for the weekend. Saturday was our main green laning
and fording expedition. We drove a few
of the lanes between Holt and Langham.
We found an excellent lunch stop, The
Chequers at Binham, where we also found
a new (to me) ford protected by a herd
of cows. In the afternoon we pushed
on westward and discovered another
ford entering Walsingham. No breakdowns and a good time was had by all.

Garden of
England
SEAN & HAZEL SMEETH
Firstly, since our last report we have
moved the pub meet to the new venue at
the Bucks Head, Godden Green, near Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 0JJ. It is still held on the
second Thursday of the month and from
7.15pm onwards – hope to see you there!

ANGLIA

We were invited to Wrotham Show in
early July which we have dropped over
the last couple of years, but it has gone to
a new, one day format which was much
improved with good stalls and auto jumble.
Later on in July we attended a one day
show at Tankerton Slopes which is a new
one for us. It proved to be an enjoyable
day so it will be one on our calendar for
next year. We also tried the Woodchurch
BRISTOL

Steam Show in early August which probably is the most unorganised show we
have been to as nobody booked us in on
arrival nor did we see any officials over
the weekend, but it was one of the best
shows we have been to so definitely one
for next year. The S2C International Rally
was next – please see separate report
in this issue. Shows still to come include
Aylesford and Tilford. Our Christmas meal
has been booked at the Buck’s Head for
9 December in the evening. It will be first
come, first served as spaces are limited.
Menus will be sent out in the autumn.
As always any questions please see our
details inside the back of this magazine.

Bristol
ANDY PHILLIPOU
I started the Bristol members group as
I was amazed that the two nearest regional meeting places were both over an
hour and half away. The group started
off with eight members on the mailing
list and we now list around 19, not including the five potentials we picked up from
the stand at the Dig for Victory event.
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down a bit this quarter, and I am very
grateful to area members for their support and help keeping events going.
Pub meets continue to be well attended and popular in the area. For full
details see the forum, or don’t hesitate to get in touch. All welcome!

Yorkshire
GORDON LOWE

CENTRAL SHIRES

We meet on the 2nd Saturday of each
month at The Wild Place, just off Junction 17
on the M5 outside of Bristol. The Wild Place
is immediately off the Junction and is associated with Bristol Zoo, as their “safari park”.
When we meet we tend to focus on
a maintenance topic or two and end up
getting on to something more greasy/oily.
The meetings tend to be between five
and nine members and we also get to talk
and plan future events such as green laning or do a more mechanical work shop
session to help one of the members out.
The group is getting stronger as the
months progress, with the acquisition now of our own banners / flags
for the events we plan to display at.
The next display will be in September at
the North Somerset Tractor Club Steam
show (steam/traction engines), please
contact me for a booking form. If you want
to support us at the event and join the
display, then please do fill it in and include
me in the email so I know you are coming.
andyphillipou@yahoo.co.uk

Central Shires
SUZANNE LINDSEY
For the second year, Central Shires ran its
popular Summer Camp event at Pailton
Coventry, with a good selection of members and vehicles attending. Highlights of

the event were the chance to drive the
model trains, ride on the steam boat and
enjoy the peace and tranquility of the
lovely venue. During the event, on 9 June
to be precise, Duke the SixPot celebrated
his fiftieth birthday with a wonderful personalised birthday cake and matching cupcakes provided by Tracy Blackburn. Duke
joined us under the marquee as the guest
of honour at the head of the table.
Dorinda provided another Series II
themed jigsaw which the team completed in record time, and we enjoyed a
road run out to Stonehurst Family Farm
for lunch, a wander around the vehicle
and mechanical exhibits, followed by
a scenic drive back through the lovely
Leicestershire countryside. We will
definitely be offering this event next year,
so earmark early June in your diary.
Sadly poor health has slowed me

Is there a more fitting place to write the
Yorkshire Area news than in the back of
the Dormobile whilst taking part in the
Club’s rally at Hole Park? It’s not as easy
as you’d think given the many distractions as everyone arrives and as I especially want to talk about Christmas!
The seventh Yorkshire Christmas Pudding Run will be held on Sunday 31 December this year. Starting at 9.30am in
Masham Town Square, HG4 4EF, where
we stagger the groups of Land Rovers
for the drive over the byways of Grewelthorpe and Fountains Earth Moor; we
finish mid-afternoon at Ripley Castle.
If you haven’t joined us before, the
groups are all led by local club members
and the lanes we use are all well-maintained, solid tracks with some of the best
views in the area. It’s best to bring along
a picnic although the café at Masham
will be open at 9.30 for breakfast.
As usual you are welcome to come
along in any 4x4, not just Series IIs and
if you like the idea of staying over the
night before at The Kings Head, I’ve provisionally booked a table for supper. The
evening before is like a pop-up pub meet
if you are local enough to join us for a
chat we’d all be pleased to meet you.
The Newark Vintage Tractor & Heritage Show is held on 11-12 November
and there is a large display area for
Land Rovers as this is the last, big show
of the year. Entries by e-form close
on 15 September if you want your details in the programme but entries will
still be taken after this date by calling
the show team on 01636 705796.
If anyone in the Yorkshire Area has an
idea of a great outing they think members
would enjoy or would like to set up a pub
meet close to home, feel free to get in
touch. Has anyone thought they might
like to write a small article for B2L about
a special Land Rover or a Yorkshire based
occasion? It’s not as difficult as you’d think.
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East Midlands
JOHN STOKES
Lots of support and a strong turnout at
our monthly pub meets at the Lincolnshire
Otter and at Greetham Gathering as well
as at other events around the region, including Doncaster Classic Car Show and
Rutland Water Steam Show. Well done to
local S2C member Rob Maude for winning ‘Best in Show’ for his AirDrive Harrier
Series IIA Digger at Dunsfold Land Rover
Show in June. Well done to Keith Thorpe
for winning ‘Best in Show’ for his Forward
Control at the Series 2 Club Rally in July.
Bad luck befell Sue Tompkin on her
way home from Dunsfold, as her trailer
and Land Rover were damaged in a collision. Luckily there were no injuries.
The East Midlands meetings are held
on the first Thursday of the month at the
Lincolnshire Otter, Gainsborough, DN21
1QT, the last Thursday of the month at
the Winstanley Arms, Braunstone Town,

LE3 2WB, the third Thursday of the
month at the Wheatsheaf, Edith Weston, LE15 8EZ (Oct-Apr) and the third
Thursday of the month at Greetham Community Centre, LE157NG (May-Sep).

the St Asaph camping weekend went very
well. It could have been supported a little
better from area members but thank you
to those who did attend. Saturday morning we started our road trip out towards
Conwy town centre riding the hills above
the beautiful North Wales coastline, look-

North Wales

ing out towards the Great Orme. We

BERNIE MORRIS

carried on to the Snowdonia Surf Centre

stopped at a garden centre for refreshments and a stretch of the legs. We then

The show season is in full flight and we

where everybody regrouped for lunch and

do our best to attend as many gather-

a photo shoot before we took to the road

ings as possible depending on time and

again up to Geirionedd Lake above Be-

money, but this year our annual meet at

tws y Coed which has narrow little white
roads. We dropped down into the village
and stopped off for an ice cream in Betws
before heading back to the campsite. We
had driven over 60 miles in total. We ordered the rain yet again for the BBQ just
to keep us in tune with nature. I had organised a little trivia quiz for everyone followed by good old paper aeroplane making and finished off with a good sing song
with Kelvin Griffiths. Sunday morning we
had the opportunity to explore the local
estate by kind permission of Sir Watkin
Wynn. We were taken to the local caves
and then to the estate’s walled gardens.
Our August meet was held jointly with
the North Wales Green Lanes Association
(GLASS). There was a mixed bunch of

EAST MIDLANDS

Solihull specials. The majority of us met up
at the A55 Flint McDonalds and again we
held a convoy all the way to Conwy town
centre where about 25 to 30 of us met
so we all set off to Caernarfon to occupy
the town centre where we had lunch and
then made our way to Red Wharf Bay of
which there are two sides. We drove down
to the beach and came out by the pub and
the others decided to go to the other side
of the bay where we then joined them
for a BBQ in a gale Force 10 and it rained
so hard we backed both Land Rovers to
each other and tied the two canvas flaps
together to create a shelter. All in true
British style – Wales at its best in peak
summer. Money was raised on the charity run to help repair local green lanes.

North West
JON HAYES
It hardly seems like five minutes since I
was sat here writing the last B2L input
but I guess that is a factor of how busy
this summer has been. Over the last
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N WALES & SHROPSHIRE

few months we have had some great
shows (even more than last year I think),
a workshop meeting and even a trip
to a steam museum. It has also been a
particularly busy time personally for me
and Carol, with parents on both sides
having ill health. I must therefore say a
big thank you to members from across
the region for stepping up and helping
to organise activities and bearing with
me whilst I have had to back off from
normal monthly club communications.
In May, local members Jim and Fi from
Leaf Sprung Landys were kind enough
to host us for a workshop meeting at
their home and workshop. With my wife
Carol taking on the challenge of feeding
us all, Jim, Russ Taylor and Tony Wood
providing workshop demos and even a
charity raffle in aid of River Power Pod
Africa charity (many thanks to Bearmach
and Express Cutting and Welding supplies for donating prizes) we had a great
day, completely filling his orchard with
Land Rovers and getting on for 70 people! Many thanks to all who helped and
of course a special thanks to Jim and Fi
for hosting us, I think we all learnt a lot
from the demos and hopefully we can put
something similar on again next year.

As June is rather hectic in terms of
shows, with very few free weekends,
we decided to hold an evening meeting. As I was away on business, Dean
Groves was good enough to host it and
with the meeting proving popular we
will try to try to add a few evening meetings to our calendar in the future.
For July, we went to the Bancroft Mill
Engine trust museum in Barnoldswick.
The mill engine is a very late industrial
steam engine, being built in the 1920s
and so therefore represents the pinnacle of steam engineering, with some
very impressive and precise engineering.
John Cramphorn had kindly arranged
the meeting, with the club supporting
the trust by putting our Series vehicles
on display in the car park. We all had a
great day, with plenty to see and do and I
must say that the engine and museum are
very impressive and I would strongly urge
anyone to visit if they get the chance.
August had us going into the north
of the region to the Bridge House Tea
Room in Wray, taking in the opportu-

nity of a road run through the stunning
scenery of the Trough of Bowland on
the way up (thanks to Andy Bickerstaffe
for planning and guiding the route). For
the first time in many a road run, the
weather was very kind to us with brilliant
sunshine, enabling us to see right across
to the Lake District from the hill tops.
Of course, the main activities throughout the summer have been the regular
shows and steam fairs and this year has
seen increased attendance from members across almost all shows, culminating in around 65 Land Rovers at Heskin
and 45 at Fylde but all the shows have
proven popular with strong Series turnouts across the patch. We even had success with our club stand at the Cumbria
Steam Gathering, winning ‘Best Car Club
Stand’ (despite the torrential rain) and
of course signing up a fair few members
along the way across all the shows.

Coming Up
As we head into Autumn, we still have
a couple more shows (our last show
is right out in October in Blackpool), a
September road run around Malham
followed by meeting at the Plough in
Wigglesworth. We head down to the
Bickerton Poacher in October and to
The Junction in Rainford in November,
before our Christmas meal in December. Hopefully, we will also get the
chance to join Red Rose Land Rover
for a couple more Tyro trials, which my
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NORTH WEST

eldest son is looking forward to as he
turns 13 in November and so will be old
enough to compete in his own Series
Land Rover (no pressure on me getting
it ready for him in November then!).
We will also be joining the Yorkshire
area on the annual Coast to Coast
run from St Annes to Whitby, taking
the North West contingent across the
country, taking in some scenic drives
along the way and giving my fire engine the chance to stretch her legs.
Upon reflection, maybe Autumn isn’t really going to be that different from Summer!
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South Wales
ALEX STUBBS
A warm welcome to a number of new
club members in South Wales. I hope to
see you soon at one of our pub meets.
This summer the South Wales area has
enjoyed several pub meets held all over
the region from Sennybridge in the north,
to Llangennech in the south, to Coheston
in the west. Turn out and the weather has
been great – long may it continue, and
our meets have engaged members of the

public with both the club and our vehicles.
Planning for September’s meet is underway and will be held near Cardiff/
Newport on Sunday 24th, details to be
confirmed via both email and the forum.
As ever there are many events, both
Series 2 Club and of general interest,
taking place over the next few months in
South Wales so please look out for my
emails and forum posts for further details.
Please get in touch for further information if you are keen to attend a pub meet.
I’d like to stress that our meets are
for anyone and that attending in a Se-

AREA ROUNDUPS

ries II is not required (though encouraged so we can all have a nose and
a natter), we have even welcomed a
Series III and several euro-boxes in the
car park, including my own Peugeot!
I am still keen to hear from anyone who
has local knowledge and/or wants to organise green lane routes – please get in touch!
There’s lots going on in South Wales and
hopefully there is something for everyone;
as ever if you have any other ideas or news
you want to share please let me know!

Thames Valley
DYLAN FEATHERSTONE
The Chiltern Hills Rally on Sunday 21
May saw a good turnout of Land Rovers, and the S2C stand looked very good
indeed. Thanks to all who attended, and
to the new members who signed up on
the stand, welcome to the Club! The
stand proved very popular with members of the public and the Land Rovers
drew a lot of attention. I’d also like to
thank Suzanne (Central Shires) for providing help in organising the stand, and
lending the club banners for the day.
The end of May also saw Thames Valley members out and about in and around
Marlborough on a green lane trip. Despite
the dodgy forecast, in general we were
lucky with the weather until the end of
the last lane when torrential rain set in for
the day. This made the roads very flooded
in places and spray on the M4 greatly

SOUTH WALES

reduced visibility but I convoyed safely
home with John Reid who brought his
TD5 Defender along on the trip, due to the
rebuild of his Series II axle taking longer
than expected! Usually I plan the routes
for the Thames Valley green lane trip,
but one of my regular attendees, Steve
Baldwin kindly volunteered to organise the
route, including doing a trial run before
hand to ensure the lanes were suitable.
Steve also led the trip in his Lightweight,
allowing me to follow at the back of the
convoy. At the time of writing this, Steve
and I are currently planning another trip
in the Marlborough area for August Bank

Holiday weekend. This is going to be a trip
with a difference due to it being a nighttime trip allowing us to drive in the dark.
Photos will be in the next magazine!
Attendance at pub meets is also good,
and if you haven’t yet joined in on a pub
meet please come along – everyone is
friendly! You don’t have to bring your Series along either. Newbury 4x4 Auto Jumble at Newbury Showground is coming up
soon on Sunday 1 October. I intend to go to
this and fingers crossed there will be some
bargains to be had there. Entry to this for
an adult is only £6.50 (children under 15
free) so well worth a look round. B2L

THAMES VALLEY
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Club Contacts
No late calls please
OFFICERS
Chairman

Gene Maxwell
chairman@series2club.co.uk

Vice Chair

Brian Clements
vchair@series2club.co.uk

Secretary

Suzanne Lindsey
secretary@series2club.co.uk

Treasurer

Tom Pilling
treasurer@series2club.co.uk

Membership Secretary

Dave Snape
07891 484910
membership@series2club.co.uk

Built 2 Last Editor

Ros Woodham
editor@series2club.co.uk

Advertising Manager

Richard Allin
advertising@series2club.co.uk

Postal Secretary

Julie Stock
post@series2club.co.uk

Technical Officer

Dean Groves
technical@series2club.co.uk

Vehicle Registrations Officer
Richard Myers / Peter Holden
vro@series2club.co.uk

Shows Officer

Frank Dunhill
shows@series2club.co.uk

Webmaster

Alan Jones
01603 747956
alan@wittsend.co.uk

East Midlands

West Midlands

Essex

Yorkshire

John Stokes
eastmidlands@series2club.co.uk
Vacant (applicants welcome)
essex@series2club.co.uk

Garden of England

AREA REPS (RoW)

New Forest & Solent

Australia & New Zealand

James Williams
07989 101458
newforest@series2club.co.uk

North East & Borders
Phil Vasey
borders@series2club.co.uk

North Wales & Shropshire
Bernie Morris & Diane Whitworth
northwales@series2club.co.uk

North West

Jon Hayes
07817 711973
northwest@series2club.co.uk

Peak District

Stephen Robinson
peakdistrict@series2club.co.uk

Scotland North

Andrew Mongomery
scotland-north@series2club.co.uk

Scotland South

Gene Maxwell
scotland-south@series2club.co.uk

South West

Clive Withey
07711 121399
southwest@series2club.co.uk

Severn Valley

Clive Speaks
severnvalley@series2club.co.uk

AREA REPS (UK)

Paul Leach
surreyandsussex@series2club.co.uk

Anglia

Thames Valley

Central Shires

Wales South

Suzanne Lindsey
centralshires@series2club.co.uk
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Gordon Lowe
01469 560166
yorkshire@series2club.co.uk

Hazel & Sean Smeeth
01732 763900
kent@series2club.co.uk

Surrey & Sussex

Ben & Julie Stock
anglia@series2club.co.uk

Vacant (applicants welcome)
westmidlands@series2club.co.uk

Dylan Featherstone
thamesvalley@series2club.co.uk
Alex Stubbs
cymru@series2club.co.uk

Peter Mercer
australia-nz@series2club.co.uk

Canada

Vacant (applicants welcome)
canada@series2club.co.uk

Czech Republic

Ondrej Pavelka
czech@seriesclub.co.uk

Italy

Paolo Turinetti
italy@series2club.co.uk

Netherlands

Adrian Smulders
netherlands@series2club.co.uk

North America

Peter Farrell
america@series2club.co.uk

Rest of World

Peter Mercer
australia-nz@series2club.co.uk

RoI & Northern Ireland
Andrew Carlisle
07808 183535
ireland@series2club.co.uk

GENERAL ENQUIRIES
Dave Snape
07761 708696
info@series2club.co.uk

Club Correspondence

Series 2 Club Ltd.,
BM 7035, London WC1N 3XX
If you are interested in filling any of
the vacant positions indicated in this
list, please contact Dave Snape

